Mount Borah Hike
Sept 13, 2008
A few young men leaders from my church and I took several young men to hike Mount
Borah. I’m sure it will be a memorable experience for all eleven of us as we all summited
the peak.

Mount Borah is part of the Lost River Mountain Range and is tallest peak in Idaho at
12,662 feet. Eight of Idaho’s ten highest peaks lie within the Lost River Range between
Arco and Challis. To climb to the peak requires a 5,200’ climb in 3.5 miles. It requires
strength both physically and mentally and the courage to cross Chickenout Ridge.
This range is typical of a “Basin and Range” landscape. The earth’s crust between the
Sierra Nevada and Rocky Mountains is stretching about a ½” per year. Every so often - a
few hundred to a few thousand years - the crust breaks along old fracture lines known as

“faults”. The mountains rise due to immense pressure beneath the crust while valleys
subside.
On Friday, October 28, 1983, the crust ruptured! The shock – registering 7.3 on the
Richter Scale – spread 500 miles from the focal point or “epicenter”. A scar, or “scarp”
was created by the quake. Thousand Springs Valley dropped 7½ feet while the Lost River
Range rose about a foot. The quake would have created mass devastation in any urban
setting. The shock took lives and created much damage in nearby communities. Even Old
Faithful in Yellowstone National Park wasn’t so faithful for a short time period
afterward.

Fault scarp created by the 1983 earthquake

The Lost River Range is in a rain shadow creating a harsh environment. Snowpack is
usually light in most winters yet there are often snow patches on Mt. Borah even in the
summer. At the base of the mountain is evidence of the strong processes of wind and
water erosion as well as freezing and thawing cycles which deposit sediment forming
“alluvial fans”. It is an attractive area to hikers because of its stark contrasts, uniqueness,
ruggedness and awe inspiring views.
Mount Borah and the Lost River Range provide runoff to the Big Lost River to the west
and the Little Lost River to the east. Both Rivers sink into the desert to the south
replenishing the Snake River Aquifer. The water makes its way through layers of porous

basalt and gravel that serve as a giant sponge absorbing and transporting these rivers
underground about 130 miles to the southwest. The waters eventually surface at beautiful
Thousand Springs on the Snake River in the Hagerman Valley.
This large underground aquifer along with irrigation from the Snake River provides the
“magic” to the Magic Valley and the Snake River Plain. It transformed what had been
considered a nearly uninhabitable area into some of the most productive farmland in the
northwestern United States.
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